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The year is 1932. Most days we spend walking. I try to keep up with 

my dad. But it is hard to keep up with Pop - my dad - even though I can 

run faster than any other 12 year old I know. “Keep up, Cal,” he says. In 

1918, which was 14 years ago, he fought in World War 1 and was injured. 

Now,  Pop  walks with a limp and has a hard time hearing. 

As  we  walk,  Pop will  tell me  stories about the  war. Sometimes 

the memories make him sad. Today, Pop  is talking about men being 

killed in the war. “Men got mowed over like grass. No. Not like grass. 
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Mown grass does not bleed.” Then, he stops talking and the story is done. 

He does that sometimes. 

I take care of you, you take care of me.

I wish I could be done thinking about the story but in my head it 

looks like I am watching a movie. I call it a vision. I can see what my 

father saw when he was on that field in the war. It is like I am there. I 

can hear the cannons and guns. I am scared as I begin to run with the 

other soldiers toward the enemy. 

“Cal? Cal?” I can hear my Pop calling my name and the vision ends. 
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“I’m here Pop, present!” My dad laughs. I take care of you, you take care 

of me. All Pops and I have are each other. We do not have any other 

family.

Our  family  used to own a  farm,  but we lost our money in the 

Great Depression. The bank took our farm. Since then Pop and I have 

been living out in nature. Spending so much time in the sun makes our 

skin get very dark. The school I went to also closed. My teacher knew I 

loved to read about brave heroes, and she gave me 3 books. “I know you 

will treasure  these.” And I do! We do not have money  for  books  or a 
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home where I can keep books, so I carry the 3 books with me in my pack. 

Even though I don’t go to school anymore, I keep on learning. Pop teaches 

about how to be brave and survive in nature. He taught me how to look 

for food along our path. 

I take care of you, you take care of me.

Today there is no food on our path. I am so hungry. I start thinking 

about where we will camp for the night. Another vision starts. This time 

I am dreaming about catching rabbits to eat. The vision in my head is 

interrupted by a man’s voice. 
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The vision in my head is interrupted by a man’s voice. He does not 

look or sound friendly. He has white skin and red hair, and is sitting on 

top of a horse carrying a gun. Pop says to him, “Morning Captain,” and he 

salutes the man. Then Pop unties the bandana from his neck and wipes 

his forehead. Where the bandana was, Pop’s skin is lighter and the man 

on the horse relaxes. 

When we travel in the south, if someone thinks we are Black they 

might not treat us fairly. It is hard for me to understand why people
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would treat someone unfairly because of the way they look.

Knights of the road are hoboes you can trust.

The man recognizes my dad’s clothes and that he was a veteran who 

served in World War 1. They have something in common. They both 

fought in France. The man sounds more friendly now. I don’t want to see 

their war in my head again though. So I listen for the redbird calling 

wheet-wheet-wheet wheeyou wheeyou wheeyou. Pops and I love animals, 

especially birds and horses.

Knights of the road are hoboes you can trust.
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I hear Pop say to the man, “We are knights of the road going to 

Rustberg.” “Knights of the road” means we are hoboes. A hobo  is a 

homeless person who travels by walking or riding on trains to look for 

jobs to earn money. 

The man gives us directions then says, “up a half-mile on the right 

is my house. Tell Ms. Rose, my wife, that Red sent you. She will feed y’all

a good meal!” My Pop says, “Being knights of the road, we would like to 

work for the food. Is there wood we could chop?

Knights of the road are hoboes you can trust.
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I tell Red, “We are not beggars and we do not steal. We live by 

rules.” I do not like to talk much, but I love to talk about the rules of 

being a  hobo.   Red  laughs  and  says  that there is some  wood for us to 

chop. He put his gun away, and then rode off on his horse.

Knights of the road are hoboes you can trust.
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There is  little  wood  to  cut,  so Pop and I finish quickly. Mrs. Rose, 

Red’s wife, pretends that we worked very hard. We are dirty from all of 

the walking and wash up at the water pump behind the house. I run my 

comb through my long, straight, black hair.

“Thank you  kindly,  ma’am.” I say as Mrs. Rose  sets  down  a         

tin plate.  It is filled with  squirrel  stew  and a  big  piece of  cornbread.  

Try  to   be a  gentleman  at  all  times.  That  is  the  second  rule  of  the  

hobo  code we live by.

Chapter 2a
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Hoboes   are   honest   men.

After lunch, we wash our clothes at the water pump. Then, we thank 

Mrs. Rose for her kindness, and begin to walk again. We walk miles and 

miles until we stop when we get to a farmstead. We have walked from 

lunch time until dinner time. Pop sees 3 little pictures at the bottom of 

the fence. They are hobo signs, most people would not even see them! 

The first hobo sign is old and means the farmer is friendly. But the 

second and third signs mean the farmer is not friendly and has a gun! “I 

guess we cannot stay here.” I say to Pop. “No, Cal. Let us try to fix this. 
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Stay behind but follow me.” Pop says. 

Hoboes are honest men.

As we walk towards the house I think about the hobo code. An 

honest ‘bo, would not steal. A thief must have visited this farm. An 

honest hobo would work for anything they get.

As we start to get close the door cracks open and a woman points a 

gun at us. I am scared, but Pop remains calm. “Stay back!” shouts a 

woman’s voice from behind the door. My dad then asks, “Edith?”

“How do you know my name?” Edith calls back. She sounds more 
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curious and not scared. “It's me, Railroad Will! Child of the open road. 

The same man who served in the war with your husband, Sam!” my dad 

says. Edith recognizes Pop and comes running out of the house.

Hoboes are honest men.
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“Will Black!” she called. Miz Euler gave Pop a big hug. They were 

friends from a long time ago. She was not scared anymore. Then Pop 

nodded at me and said, “Meet my son, Cal. A real great traveler, just like 

me.” A traveler is another name for a hobo.

I salute and say, “Yes, sir.” They both laugh before she invites us to 

come inside to eat dinner with her. She has a pot of chicken stew cooking 

in the kitchen. We sit at the table with a pitcher of coffee while she tells 

Pop all about the farm and how she is making enough money to keep it. 

Chapter 2b
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People  feel  good  talking  to  Pop  and  he  is  a  very  good  listener.  I 

learned that from him too. 

Pop   sees   an   old   friend.

It is time for Pop and I to wash up for dinner out back. Pop takes me 

over to a gravestone. It has the name SAMUEL K. EULER. I saw those 

initials, SKE in my head when Pop was telling me one of his war stories. 

When Pop got hurt in the war, Sam carried Pop over his shoulder to 

safety. 

We  paid  our  respects  then  walked  to  the  water  pump  and
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washed up for dinner. Pop stuck his head under the cool water first, then 

I took my turn. Each of us slicked our   thick   black hair back out of our 

eyes. We scrub our faces until our skin turns red. Then we go back inside 

and sit at the table Miz Euler has set. 

Pop   sees   an   old   friend.

The chicken stew smells very good. Pop and I are civilized travelers. 

We  use  our  manners  and  wait  to  say  grace  before  we eat. Pop leads 

grace by thanking the bird that is in the stew and the vegetables too. 

“And  we  are  thankful  to  be  with  generous  people.”  Pop  pauses, 
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then we all say, “Amen.”

As I am eating my third bowl of stew, I feel a cat tail wrap around 

my leg. It reminds me of a bull snake we found one night camping. Pop 

taught me that it would scare away rattlesnakes. Miz Euler shushed away 

the cat before bringing out yummy pie. Pop tells jokes, Miz Euler laughs, 

and I eat quietly. “It feels good to laugh,” she says. “Sam really loved 

you, Will.” Miz Euler says.

Pop   sees   an   old   friend.

After we eat, Pop asks if she has been having trouble with a thief.
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She tells us, “Two weeks ago a chicken was stolen, then a knife after 

that, and two days ago, someone took my pot.” “Ah,” Pop said as he 

looked at me. I knew we were going to do something to help Miz Euler.
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